INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR A
PREHUNG ALUMINUM STORM DOOR
Before you begin installation
All Everlast Storm doors are Pre-Hung (Hinged Left or
Hinged Right). Ensure your door is hinged correctly.
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Follow the measuring guide below to ensure you
have a correct sized door.
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Measure the width of the door opening on the inside
face of the brickmould at the top, center and bottom.
Record the shortest measurement.
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(see measure points W1, W2 & W3 in the illustration)

Measure the height from the bottom of the door sill
to the under-side of the brickmould at the top.
(see measure point H in the illustration)

The box sweep at the bottom of the storm door allows
a ½" expansion. The door will be manufactured to allow
a ¼" adjustment up or down from the measurement
provided.
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31 ¾" - 32 ¼"
32 ¾" - 33 ¼"
33 ¾" - 34 ¼"
35 ¾" - 36 ¼"
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33"
34"
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Header Z-Bar

Remove the packaging from the door and ensure
that you have all the parts listed below.
The Header Z-Bar should be attached at the top of
the door.
The storm door hardware box can be found taped to
the top of the Header Z-Bar.

Hinge Side
Z-Bar

Handle Side
Z-Bar

The Hinge Side Z-Bar should be attached to the door
with hinges.
The Handle Side Z-Bar should be secured with
shipping clips. Do not remove the shipping clips at
this point.
The box sweep should be attached at the bottom of the
door. Do not remove or adjust the box sweep at this
point.

Door shown
is hinged Left

Box Sweep
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR A
PREHUNG ALUMINUM STORM DOOR

Installing the Storm Door
Take an outside measurement of the opening heights of where the storm door is being
installed (hinge side and handle side).
Cut both Hinge Side Z-Bar and Handle Side Z-Bars (from the bottom) to the measured
height just taken. Cut at a slight slope to the outside in order to follow the slope of the
entry door sill.
Place storm door into the opening and push the hinge side of the door tightly against the
jamb. Make sure the door is square. Secure the Hinge Side Z-Bar with screws provided.
Install all the screws on the Hinge Side Z-Bar and the Header Z-Bar. The installation
holes are all pre-drilled.
Remove the pre-hung shipping clips (2 of them) that are located on the top and bottom
of the Handle Side Z-Bar
Open the door and make sure it is fitting into your opening properly. If it is not square
you can adjust the Hinge Side Z-Bar accordingly.
Install 2 screws to fasten the Hinge Side Z-Bar to the jamb. The installation holes are
pre-drilled.
Install all the screws on the Handle Side Z-Bar with the screws provided. The installation
holes are pre-drilled.
Adjust the box sweep up or down with the 3 pre-installed box sweep screws. Leave a
1/16” gap between the rubber fins and the entry door sill.

Installing the Storm Door Hardware
Install the handle set following the instructions provided in the hardware box.
Install the Wind Chain following the instructions provided in the hardware box.
The Wind Chain must always be installed at the top of the storm door. It should be
mounted to allow a 90-degree opening.
Install the Door Closer Pump following the instructions provided in the hardware
box. Depending on the style of the door, the Door Closer Pump should be installed
on the mullion above the bottom kick plate. On a Full View model, the Door Closer
Pump is to be installed directly onto the bottom door rail.
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